**Song and Lullabies: From commissioning to recording to teaching studio**

The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland (RCS) aims to enhance performance/teaching links by bringing reflection and knowledge from the external professional practice of staff into the teaching environment. Research active staff share their knowledge, innovation, performance and educational expertise through numerous projects and consultancies with partners in the community and the commercial sector.

In one of these knowledge exchange projects, nineteen new works for solo cello were commissioned by myself from a variety of composers I have worked with over my career. I asked the composers to write pieces that raised awareness of children’s suffering around the world, and all proceeds from the recording and performances were donated to UNICEF. The recording was released to critical acclaim by Delphian in November 2015. In order to complete this project I was given a trimester’s sabbatical through the Athenaeum Awards, from the RCS. This allowed me to bring my playing up to the highest level, as well as giving me time to deal with the administrative aspects of coordinating the compositions and recording.

The impact on my teaching activities from this project was multi-faceted. The most important aspect to me was the effect on social awareness and the conversations this opened up with students: it highlighted the relevance of what we do as musicians, and facilitated important conversations in the teaching/learning relationship, both about the role of musicians in society and as individuals. The extra-musical aspects of the project, such as time management, focus, physical and mental stamina, recording studio skills, and liaising with composers, are all skills that conservatoire students will require in their professional careers, and as a result of the high profile of the project (numerous national radio broadcasts, as well as magazine and newspaper articles) students have specifically requested help and advice in these areas. In addition, the majority of the works are within the reach of most conservatoire level students, and therefore these pieces enhance the repertoire of shorter contemporary solo works available for students, and the recording is particularly valuable for students performing these pieces.

This presentation focuses on how the output of artistic research can be used as input in teaching activities, by examining the outputs from a recording research project and how this has affected my teaching. This project resulted in a physical recording as well as a number of broadcasts and performances, but the outputs were wider-ranging than these tangible pieces: the theme of the works was children’s suffering around the world so the reactions to the work were more than about the musical content. In this presentation I hope to demonstrate, with specific examples, how this project changed my approach teaching, and how my students approach learning, particularly in regard to the wider roles of musicians in society, and the discussions around this.
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